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FRONT RUBBER FLOOR MATS
When it comes to keeping out the worst, these rubber mats 
are the best. Durable, this set of two non-slip front mats 
protect from dirt and moisture. Shaped to fit, they’re easy  
to clean and come with push button fastening.

Part Number: 7P2061501041 
Two-piece set

£67.00

REAR RUBBER FLOOR MATS  
Part Number: 7P0061511041 
Two-piece set

£72.00

DOOR SILL TRIM TRANSPARENT

These transparent film sill protectors protect the sills  
against scratches from shoes and heels without changing  
the look of the vehicle. 

Part Number: 7P0071310A908  
Four-piece set

£91.00 including fitting

TOUAREG

REAR UNDERRIDE 
GUARD SILVER   

Sporty off-road look: The Volkswagen 
Genuine underride guard, made from 
durable ABS with PMMA coating protects the 
underbody against heavy dirt and provides 
your vehicle with an especially powerful and 
distinctive look.

Part Number: 7P0071619BJKA

£474.00 including fitting

FRONT UNDERRIDE GUARD SILVER   

Sporty off-road look: The Volkswagen Genuine underride 
guard, made from durable ABS with PMMA coating protects 
the underbody against heavy dirt and provides your vehicle 
with an especially powerful and distinctive look.  
Not suitable for R-Line models.

Part Number: 7P0071608AJKA 

£449.00 including fitting
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FRONT MUD FL APS
Part Number: 7P0075111 
Two-piece set

£174.00 including fitting

REAR MUD FL APS
Prevent muck from messing up your vehicle’s underbody, 
bumpers, sills and doors with Volkswagen mud flaps. They’re 
long-lasting and durable, protecting your vehicle against 
excessive mud and reducing the chance of road chip damage. 

Part Number: 7P0075101 
Two-piece set

£174.00 including fitting

BOOT TR AY
Keep your boot space spotless with this robust and durable 
tray. It’s washable, anti-slip and comes with edging to keep 
everything (including muck) where it should be.

Part Number: 7P0061161

£89.00

FLEXIBLE LOADLINER
This light, flexible and washable custom-made loadliner fits 
perfectly to the vehicle boot contours, protecting it from 
moisture and dirt. The moulded inlay prevents movement of 
goods in the boot. If the boot liner is not required, it can be 
simply rolled up to save space.

Part Number: 7P0061160

£67.00

Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection

PARTITION GRILLE TRANSVERSE

This partition separates the boot space from the rear 
passenger space to keep your four-legged friends or luggage 
where they should be. It is made of a tubular frame with wire 
mesh and is installed behind the rear seat horizontally.

Part Number: 7P0017221 

£337.00 including fitting

PARTITION GRILLE LONGITUDINAL

This divider separates the boot space in two, once the upper 
partition is already in place. Keeping your four-legged friends 
or luggage where they should be. It is made of a tubular 
frame with wire mesh and is installed behind the rear seat.

Part Number: 7P0017222

£275.00 including fitting
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NAVIGATION DATA UPDATE  
FOR RNS 850
Nothing contributes more to the feeling of safety, comfort 
and relaxation when driving than a navigation system. Road 
maps need to be updated regularly to include new addresses 
for service stations, restaurants, roads, etc. so that you 
always take the right route. The activation document allows 
you to add current navigation data for ‘AV Europe’ (V10) to 
the RNS 850 and to activate it.

Part Number: 7P6051850AT

£225.00 including activation

COMPACT III BICYCLE CARRIER
This clever carrier uses a super-simple quick release system to fit to your towing hitch, 
enabling you to transport three bicycles with a max weight of 54kg. It is the smallest, 
lightest and most compact in its class for the towing hitch and even with bicycles 
attached, accessing the boot is easy with the newly developed foot switch. Its anti-theft 
locking device makes life difficult for thieves and when you don’t need it, it folds up into 
its carry bag – locking automatically – to neatly fit in your spare wheel well.

Part Number: 3C2071105A

£515.00 including fitting

ROOF BARS   
Have a lot more fun when you arrive by throwing a lot more  
up top before you depart. These city crash-tested roof bars  
are essential when you want to fit a ski and snowboard holder,  
a bicycle holder, a useful roof box and more besides. 

Part Number: 7P6071151A 
Two-piece set

£253.00 including fitting
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Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection

DETACHABLE TOWBAR  
INCLUDING ELECTRICS

If you prefer to keep your options open, our detachable towbar has all the 
practicalities, like full integration into the vehicle’s CAN-bus network and 
all electrical components including trailer stabilisation system support, 
switching to stand-by current and the adjustment of all the vehicle’s 
assistance systems, whilst being removable and super-easy to re-fit when 
needed. 13-pin electrical installation kit included. 850w fan is required, 
and for some vehicles it will need to be retrofitted at additional cost.

Part Number: 7P0092150

£885.00 including fitting

VODAFONE PROTECT AND 
CONNECT 6 – TR ACKER INCLUDING 
1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION  
Keep tabs on your pride and joy with this ’New generation’ 
tracking system. Improved hardware makes it lighter and 
easier to install whilst its state-of-the-art high-sensitivity 
GPS receiver and internal quad band antennae give you 
greater national and international coverage. The whole thing 
integrates with the ‘My Connected Car’ App, putting Live 
Vehicle Location, Car Finder Routes and Geofencing all in  
the palm of your hand. Genius.

Part Number: ZGB000054202

£484.19 including fitting
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LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT TR AY
A practical, robust, washable boot protection tray with 
partitioning elements and cover. It protects the boot 
from dirt and moisture, the raised rim preventing liquids 
running onto the vehicle floor. Compliments your boot 
space for everyday use.

Part Number: 7P0061162

£251.00

SUNBLINDS REAR & SIDE WINDOW

Remove the glare of the sun without impeding your 
vision and keep your personal belongings out of sight 
with these rear side window sunblinds. They can also be 
used with the windows open due to the bespoke fit and 
secure fixings. Can be folded when not in use. Provides 
additional UV protection. 

Part Number: 7P0064365 
Three-piece set

£179.00
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RUNNING BOARDS
Tough and stylish, these running boards embody 
the Touareg character. Their recessed rubber strips 
provide safe entry and enable easy roof access, 
making loading or carrier mounting a doddle. With 
a load carrying capacity of 200kg per side they’re 
ready for anything. Just like your Touareg.  
Not suitable for R-Line models.

Part Number: 7P0071691M70

£944.00 including fitting

REAR CHROME STRIP
Protective strip for the lower edge of the rear 
tailgate. It enhances the appearance of the vehicle 
with its chrome look effect and acts as an edge 
protector.

Part Number: 7P0071360

£81.00 including fitting

MALLORY 21" ALLOY 
STERLING SILVER

Dynamic presence with the 21" Mallory alloy  
wheel from the R programme. The wheel in the 
colour ‘Sterling Silver’ emphasises the sportiness  
of your car with its double-spoke design.  
Tyres at additional cost.

Part Number: 7P607149188Z

£616.00 per wheel, including fitting

Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection
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